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Nietzsche redirected here. For other uses, see Nietzsche (orientation). German philosopher Friedrich NietzscheNietzsche in Basel, Switzerland, c. 1875BornFriedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche(1844-10-15)15 October 1844Röcken, Saxony, PrussiaDied25 August 1900(1900-08-25) (aged 55)Weimar, Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, German
EmpireAlma mater University of Bonn Leipzig University Era19th-century philosophyRegionWestern philosophySchool Continental philosophy Anti-foundationalism Atheism Existentialism German idealism[1] Metaphysical voluntarism Nihilism and anti‑nihilism[2][3] Perspectivism InstitutionsUniversity of BaselMain
interestsAestheticsclassical philologyethicsmetaphysicsontologyphilosophy of historypoetrypsychologytragedyvalue theoryAnti-consumerismNotable ideas Amor fati Apollonian and Dionysian Eternal return Fact–value distinction Genealogy God is dead Herd instinct Last man Master–slave morality Nietzschean affirmation Perspectivism
Ressentiment Transvaluation of values Tschandala Übermensch Will to power Influences Homer[4] Hesiod[5] Archilochus[6] Theognis of Megara[7] Milesian School[8] Pindar[9] Heraclitus Parmenides[10] Aeschylus Sophocles Euripides[11] Plato Epicurus[12] Thucydides[13] Diogenes Laërtius[14] French Moralists Stendhal Spinoza Kant
Herder[15] Goethe Hegel[16] Hölderlin Ortlepp Darwin Spencer[17] Mill Dostoyevsky Baudelaire Feuerbach Burckhardt Spir Mainländer[18][19] Bahnsen[20][21] Emerson Renan Bourget[22] Strauss Von Hellwald[23] Schopenhauer Wagner Rée Sainte-Beuve[24] Influenced Adler[25] Adorno Auden Brandes Buber Camus Castoriadis
Cioran Deleuze Derrida Foucault Hamsun Heidegger Iqbal Jung Kaufmann MacIntyre Mann Malraux Mencken Nehamas Proust[26] Rand Ricœur Sartre Shestov Spenglertrindberg Tönnies Unamuno Unger Weber Weizmann Willard Yeats Signature Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (/ˈniˈtəə, ˈniːtːi/;[ˈniˈtsəə] (listening) or [ˈniˈtsəə]; [30] 15
October 1844 – 25 August 1900) was a German philosopher, cultural critic, composer, poet and philosopher who had a profound influence on the history of modern wisdom. [33][33][35] He began his career as a classical philosopher before moving on to philosophy. He became the youngest person ever to hold the position of President of
Classical Philology at the University of Basel in 1869 at the age of 24. [36] Nietzsche resigned in 1879 due to health problems that troubled him for most of his life; he completed much of his core writing over the next decade. [37] In 1889, at the age of 44, he collapsed and later completely lost his psychiatric department. He lived his
remaining years in the care of his mother until her death in 1897 and later with his sister Elisabeth Förster-Nietzsche. Nietzsche died in 1900. [38] Nietzsche's works span philosophical, poetic, cultural and novel debates in express a love of ao way and sarcasm. [39] Prominent elements of his philosophy include his radical critily criticizing
advocating perspectivism; a pedigree critily of Christian religion and ethics and theory regarding master-slave ethics; [40][i]the aesthetic affirmation of existence in response to God's death and the profound crisis of nihilism; [32] the concept of Apollonian and Dionysian forces; and a characteristic of the human theme as an expression of
competitive will, generally understood as the will of power. [41] He also developed influential concepts such as Übermensch and the doctrine of eternal return. [43] In his later work, he became increasingly preoccupied with the creative power of individuals to overcome cultural and ethical issues in pursuit of new values and aesthetic
health. [35] His work covered a wide range of topics, including art, philology, history, religion, tragedy, culture and science, and was originally inspired by figures such as the philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer,[16] composer Richard Wagner,[16] and writer Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. [16] After his death, his sister Elisabeth became in
charge and edited Nietzsche's manuscripts. She edited her unedued works to fit her German nationalist ideology while often contradicting or upsetting Nietzsche's stated opinions, explicitly protesting anti-Nazism and nationalism. Through his published publications, Nietzsche's work became associated with fascism and fascism; [44] 20th-
century scholars disputed this explanation, and revisions of his works were soon introduced. Nietzsche's ideology was popular back in the 1960s and his ideas have since had a profound impact on 20th and early 21st century thinkeres of philosophy– particularly in continental philosophical schools such as anolyphism. , post-modernism
and post-structure - as well as art, literature, psychology, politics and mass culture. [35] [45] Life Youth (1844–1868) Born 15 October 1844, Nietzsche grew up in the town of Röcken (now part of Lützen), near Leipzig, in the Prussian province of Saxony. [47] Nietzsche's parents, Carl Ludwig Nietzsche (1813–1849), a Lutheran pastor and
former teacher; and Franziska Nietzsche (née Oehler) (1826–1897), married in 1843, a year before their son was born. They had two other children: a daughter, Elisabeth Förster-Nietzsche, born in 1846; and a second son, Ludwig Joseph, was born in 1848. Nietzsche's father died of brain disease in 1849; Ludwig Joseph died six months
later at the age of two. [48] The family later moved to Naumburg, where they lived with Nietzsche's grandmother and his father's two unm married sisters. After Nietzsche's death in 1856, the family moved into their own home they, now Nietzsche-Haus, a nietzsche museum and research center. Nietzsche, 1861 Nietzsche attended a boys'
school and then a private school where he became friends with Gustav Krug and Wilhelm Pinder, all three of them came from highly respected families. Academic records from one of the schools attended by Nietzsche note that he excelled in Christian theology. [49] [better source needed] In 1854, he began studying at Domgymnasium in
Naumburg. Because his father worked for the state (as a pastor) nietzsche now does not father was offered a scholarship to study at Schulpforta International Recognition (the claim that Nietzsche was acknowledged about the strength of his academic ability was debunked: his grades were not near the top of the class). [50] He studied
there from 1858 to 1864, becoming friends with Paul Deussen and Carl von Gersdorff. He also found time to work on poems and musical compositions. Nietzsche led Germania, a music and literature club, during his summer in Naumburg. [48] At Schulpforta, Nietzsche received an important background in languages — Greek, Latin,
Jewish and French — to be able to read important major sources; [51] he also experienced his first time away from family life in a small-town conservative environment. His final semester exams in March 1864 showed a degree in Religion and German; a 2a in Greek and Latin; a 2b in French, History and Physics; and a faint 3 in Jewish
and Mathematics. [52] While in Schulpforta, Nietzsche pursued objects deemed unlikely to become. He became acquainted with the work of the poet Friedrich Hölderlin, called him my favorite poet and composed an essay in which he said that the mad poet had raised awareness to the highest ideal. [53] The essay editing teacher gave it
a good indication but remarked that Nietzsche should care about himself in the future with healthier, more discerning and more German writers. In addition, he became acquainted with Ernst Ortlepp, an eccentric, blasphemous, and often drunken poet who was found dead in a ditch a few weeks after meeting the young Nietzsche but who
may have introduced Nietzsche to the music and writing of Richard Wagner. [54] Perhaps under Ortlepp's influence, he and a student named Richter returned to school drunk and met a teacher, which led to Nietzsche being demoted in the first place of class and ending his status as a sofam. [55] After nietzsche graduated in September
1864,[56] Nietzsche began studying theology and classical philology at the University of Bonn in the hope of becoming a minister. For a short time, he and Deussen became members of Burschenschaft Frankonia. After one semester (and to the anger of his mother), he stopped studying his theology and lost his faith. [57] As early as his
1862 essay Fate and History, Nietzsche argued that historical research had discredited the central teachings of Christianity,[58] but Jesus' life Strauss also seemed to have a profound influence on the young man. [57] In addition, Ludwig Feuerbach's Christian nature influenced Ludwig Feuerbach's Christian elite to influence Nietzsche with
his argument that people created God, and not the other way around. [59] In June 1865, at the age of 20, Nietzsche wrote to his sister Elisabeth, who was very religious, a letter relating to his loss of faith. This letter contains the following statement: Hereby the man's way in part: if you want to strive for peace of soul and joy, then believe; if
you want to be a believer of the truth, then ask .... [60] Arthur Schopenhauer strongly influenced Nietzsche's philosophical ideology. Nietzsche then focused on language studies under Professor Friedrich Wilhelm Ritschl, with whom he attended the University of Leipzig in 1865. [61] There, he became close friends with student Erwin
Rohde. Nietzsche's first literary publications appeared soon after. In 1865, Nietzsche carefully studied the works of Arthur Schopenhauer. He owed the awakening of his philosophical interest to Reading Schopenhauer's The World as Will and Representation and later admitted that Schopenhauer was one of the few thinkers he respected,
dedicing his essay to Schopenhauer as an educator in Untimely Reflections for him. In 1866, he read the Material History of Friedrich Albert Lange. Lange's description of Kant's anti-materialist philosophy, the rise of European materialism, Europe's growing interest in science, Charles Darwin's theory of evolution, and the general revolt
against nietzsche tradition and power appealed greatly. Nietzsche will eventually argue about the inability of an evolutioned explanation of the human aesthetic consciousness. [62] In 1867, Nietzsche registered a year of voluntary service with the Prussian Artillery Division in Naumburg. He is considered one of the best riders among his
rookies, and his officers predict that he will soon reach the rank of captain. However, in March 1868, while jumping into his saddle, Nietzsche smashed his chest into the pommel and tore two muscles on the left side, leaving him exhausted and unable to walk for months. [64] As a result, he turned his attention to learning again, completing
them in 1868. Nietzsche also met Richard Wagner for the first time later that year. [65] Professor at basel (1869–1878) University of Basel, where Friedrich Nietzsche became professor in 1869 From left to right: Erwin Rohde, Karl von Gersdorff and Nietzsche, in October 1871 With the support of Ritschl, Nietzsche received a notable offer,
in 1869, to become professor of classical philology at the University of Basel in Switzerland. He was only 24 years old and had not completed his PhD and did not receive a habilitation certificate. He was awarded an honors doctor's degree by the University of Leipzig in March 1869, again with the support of Ritschl. [66] Although his offer
came at a time when he was considering giving up philology for science, he accepted. [67] To this day, Nietzsche remains one of the youngest professor among classical professors Nietzsche's scheduled 1870 doctoral dissertity, Contributing to the Research and Criticism of Sources by Diogenes Laertius (Beiträge zur Quellenkunde und
Kritik des Laertius Diogenes), looked at the origins of the ideas of Diogenes Laërtius. [69] Although never submitted, it was later published as a congratulations ('congratulatory publication') in Basel. [70] [ii] Before moving to Basel, Nietzsche gave up his Prussian citizenship: for the rest of his life, he remained officially stateless. [72]
However, Nietzsche served in prussian forces during the French-Prussian War (1870–1871) as a medical order. During his short time in the military, he experienced and witnessed the traumatic effects of the battle. He also suffered from diphtheria and dysentery. [73] Walter Kaufmann speculated that he may also have contracted syphilis
in a brothel along with his other infections at this time. [75] Upon his return to Basel in 1870, Nietzsche observed the establishment of the German Empire and the following policies of Otto von Bismarck as an outsider and with a degree of skepticism about their authenticity. His inaugural lecture at the university was Homer and classical
philology. Nietzsche also met Franz Overbeck, a theology professor who remained his friend throughout his life. Afrikan Spir, a little-known Russian philosopher responsible for Thought and Reality in 1873, and Nietzsche's colleague, the renowned historian Jacob Burckhardt, who regularly attended Nietzsche lectures, began to have a
significant influence on him. Nietzsche met Richard Wagner in Leipzig in 1868 and later Wagner's wife, Cosima. Nietzsche admired both and during his time in Basel regularly visited Wagner's home in Tribschen in Lucerne. The Wagner family included Nietzsche in their most intimate circle, including Franz Liszt, whom Nietzsche often
described: Liszt or the art of chasing women! [77] Nietzsche enjoyed the attention he paid to the beginning of the Bayreuth Festival. In 1870, he gave Cosima Wagner the manuscript The Genesis of the Tragic Idea as a birthday present. In 1872, Nietzsche published his first book, The Birth of Tragedy. However, his colleagues in his field,
including Ritschl, expressed little enthusiasm for the work in which Nietzsche eschewed classical grammar methods in favour of a more linguistic approach. In philosophy of the future, Ulrich von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff wets the reception of the book and increases its notiability. In response, Rohde (then a professor at Kiel) and Wagner
came to nietzsche's defense. Nietzsche commented freely on the isolation he felt in the linguistic community and tried unsuccessfully to move to a position in philosophy in Basel. Nietzsche, circa 1872 In 1873, Nietzsche began amassing notes that would be afterthohumously awarded as Philosophy in the Tragic Age of Between 1873 and
1876, he published four separate long books David Strauss: The Confessor and the Writer, On the Use and Abuse of History for Life, Schopenhauer as Educator, và Richard Wagner in Bayreuth. The four then appeared in an edition collected under the title Untimely Meditations. The essays share cultural criticism, the growing German
cultural challenge proposed by Schopenhauer and Wagner. During this time in the circle of the Wagners, he met Malwida von Meysenbug and Hans von Bülow. He also began a friendship with Paul Rée, who, in 1876, influenced him to resiped pessimism in his early works. However, he was deeply disappointed by the Bayreuth Festival in
1876, where the mediocreness of the shows and the basics of the public repelled him. He was also shunned by Wagner's support for German culture, which Nietzsche felt was contradictory in terms of as well as by Wagner's celebration of his reputation among the German public. All this contributed to his next decision to distance himself
from Wagner. With the 1878 publication of Human, All Too Human (an aotic book that varies from metadoid to moral to religious), a new style of Nietzsche's work becomes apparent, greatly influenced by the ideology and reality of Afrikan Spir[78] and reacts against the pessimistic philosophy of Wagner and Schopenhauer. Nietzsche's
friendship with Deussen and Rohde also cooled. In 1879, after a significant decline in health, Nietzsche resigned from Basel. From an early age, many disruptive diseases plagued him, including moments of near-sight that left him almost blind, migraines and severe indigestion. Accidents and illnesses in 1868 may have exacerbated these
persistent conditions, which continued to affect him over the years in Basel, forcing him to take longer and longer leave until regular work became in reality. The independent philosopher (1879–1888) Lou Salomé, Paul Rée and Nietzsche traveled through Italy in 1882, planning to form an educational commune together, but the friendship
disintegrated in late 1882 due to troubles from Rée and Nietzsche's mutual romantic interest in Salomé. Living on his pension from Basel and with help from friends, Nietzsche regularly traveled to find a climate more beneficial to his health and lived until 1889 as an independent author in various cities. He spent many summers in Sils
Maria near St. Moritz in Switzerland. He spent his winters in the Italian cities of Genoa, Rapallo, and Turin and the French city of Nice. In 1881, when France occupied Tunisia, he planned to go to Tunis to see Europe from the outside but then abandoned that idea, perhaps for health reasons. [79] Nietzsche occasionally returned to
Naumburg to visit his family, and especially during this time, he and his sister had repeated conflicts and mediation. While in Genoa, Nietzsche's failed vision prompted him to explore the use of typewriters as a means to continue He is known to have tried to use Hansen Writing Ball, a modern typewriter device. Eventually, one of his
former students, Heinrich Köselitz or Peter Gast, became Nietzsche's private secretary. In 1876, Gast pronounced nietzsche's handwritten bed almost unreadable for the first time with Richard Wagner in Bayreuth. [80] He later pronounced and edamed the kitchens for most of Nietzsche's works. At least once, on February 23, 1880, the
often poor Gast received 200 points from their general friend, Paul Rée. [81] Gast was one of the very few friends that Nietzsche allowed to criticize him. In responding most enthusiastically to Sprach Zarathustra ('Zarathustra'), Gast felt the need to point out that what was described as redundant was in fact quite necessary. He went on to
list the number of People Epicurus, for example, must rely on to provide a simple diet of goat cheese. [82] Until the end of their lives, Gast and Overbeck remained loyal friends. Malwida von Meysenbug remained a patron of motherhood even outside the Wagner circle. Nietzsche soon contacted music critic Carl Fuchs. Nietzsche stood at
the beginning of its most production phase. Beginning with Human, All Too Human in 1878, Nietzsche published a book or a major part of a book each year until 1888, his final year of writing; that year, he completed the year. In 1882, Nietzsche published the first part of The Gay Science. That year he also met Lou Andreas-Salomé,[83]
through Malwida von Meysenbug and Paul Rée. Salomé's mother took her to Rome when Salomé was 21 years old. At a literary salon in the city, Salomé became acquainted with Paul Rée. Rée offered to marry her, but instead she suggested that they live and study together as siblings, along with another man for the company, where
they would form an academic society. [84] Rée accepted the idea and suggested they be joined by her friend Nietzsche. The two met Nietzsche in Rome in April 1882, and Nietzsche is said to have immediately fall in love with Salomé, as Rée did. Nietzsche asks Rée to propose to Salomé, but she refuses. She was interested in Nietzsche
as a friend, but not as a husband. [84] However, Nietzsche was pleased to tour Switzerland and Italy with Rée and Salomé, planning their husbands. The trio accompanied Salomé's mother through Italy and considered where they would form their winterplan commune. They planned to establish their commune in an abandoned
monastery, but found no suitable location. On May 13, in Lucerne, when Nietzsche was alone with Salomé, he earnestly proposed to her again, but she refused. However, he was happy to continue with his plans for an academic commune. [84] After discovering the situation, Nietzsche's sister Elisabeth resolved to take Nietzsche out of
the unsc moral woman. [85] Nietzsche and spent the summer together in Tautenburg in Thuringia, often with Nietzsche's sister Elisabeth as a traveler. Salomé reported that he asked her to marry him on three separate occasions and she refused, although the credibility of her reports on the events was questionable. [86] Arriving in
Leipzig, Germany, in October, Salomé and Rée separated from Nietzsche after a fall between Nietzsche and Salomé, in which Salomé believed that Nietzsche loved her. While the three spent a number of weeks together in Leipzig in October 1882, the following month Rée and Salomé left Nietzsche, leaving Stibbe (now Zdbowo in
Poland)[87] without any plans to meet again. Nietzsche quickly fell into a period of mental distress, although he went on to write to Rée, saying that 2018 we will meet over time, right? [88] In later recidies, Nietzsche would blame separate occasions for the failure of his attempt to lure Salomé on Salomé, Rée, and on his sister's plots (who
wrote to Salomé and Rée's family to disrupt plans for the town). Nietzsche wrote about the affair in 1883, that he now felt real hatred for my sister. [88] Amid new bouts of illness, living in isolation almost after falling out with his mother and sister about Salomé, Nietzsche fled to Rapallo, where he wrote the first part of Sprach Zarathustra in
just ten days. Photo Nietzsche by Gustav Adolf Schultze [de], 1882 Until 1882, Nietzsche took a huge dose of opium, but he still had trouble sleeping. [89] In 1883, while staying in Nice, he wrote down his own prescriptions for the sedative chloral hydrate, signing them Dr. Nietzsche. [90] After severing philosophical ties with
Schopenhauer (who had long since died and never met Nietzsche) and his social relationship with Wagner, Nietzsche had few friends. Now, with Zarathustra's new style, his work becomes more alienated, and the market only receives it to the extent necessary by courtesy. Nietzsche realized this and maintained his loneliness, although
he often complained. His books are largely uns up for sale. In 1885, he printed only 40 copies of the fourth part of Zarathustra and distributed a fraction of them among close friends, including Helene von Druskowitz. In 1883, he tried and failed to get a teaching position at the University of Leipzig. It was made clear to him that, in view of
his attitude towards Christianity and his concept of God, he had become effectively unemployed by any German university. The feelings of revenge and resentment that followed annoyed him:[91] And so my rage since I grasped in the broadest possible sense (the loss of my good name, my character and my goal) was enough to take
away my trust , and therefore likely to have been, students. In 1886, Nietzsche parted ways with the Ernst Schmeitzner, disgusted by his post-Jewish comments. Nietzsche sees his own works as completely buried and in this anti-Semisuous landfill by Schmeitzner- linking the publishing house to a movement that should be completely
rejected with cold contempt by every reasonable mind. [92] He later made his own in Beyond Good and Evil. He also got publishing rights to his earlier works and the following year released the second editions of The Birth of Tragedy, Human, All Too Human, Daybreak, and of The Gay Science with new premedo words that put the body
of his work in a more coherent perspective. Then he sees his work done for a while and hopes that soon a reader will grow. In fact, interest in Nietzsche's thinking has increased at this point, if rather slowly and almost impossible to feel with him. During these years, Nietzsche met Meta von Salis, Carl Spitteler, and Gottfried Keller. In 1886,
his sister Elisabeth married antisemite Bernhard Förster and traveled to Paraguay to found Nueva Germania, a Germanic colony, a plan nietzsche responded with laughter. [94] Through letters, Nietzsche's relationship with Elisabeth continued through cycles of conflict and reconciliation, but they only met again after his downfall. He
continued to have frequent and painful attacks of illness, which made prolonged work impossible. In 1887, Nietzsche wrote an essay on ethical genealogy. In the same year, he encountered the work of Fyodor Dostoyevsky, with whom he felt an immediate relationship. [95] He also exchanged letters with Hippolyte Taine and Georg
Brandes. Brandes, who began teaching Søren Kierkegaard's philosophy in the 1870s, wrote to Nietzsche asking him to read Kierkegaard, to which Nietzsche replied that he would go to Copenhagen and read Kierkegaard with him. Before making this promise, however, he slipped too far into illness. In early 1888, Brandes delivered in
Copenhagen one of the first lectures on Nietzsche's philosophy. Although Nietzsche had previously announced at the end of On the Genealogy of Morality a new work titled The Will to Power: Attempt at a Revaluation of All Values, he seemed to abandon the idea and instead, used several draft passages to compose Twilight of the Idols
and The Antichrist in 1888. [96] His health improved and he spent the summer in high spirits. In the fall of 1888, his works and letters began to reveal a higher estimate of his own status and fate. He overrated the growing reaction to his work, however, especially with to the recent debate, The Case of Wagner. On his 44th birthday, after
completing Twilight of the Idols and The Antichrist, he decided to write his autobiography Ecce Homo. In its fore remarks, this suggests that Nietzsche was well aware of the difficulties explained by his work. declare, Listen to me! For me so and such a person. Above all, don't confuse me with someone else. [97] In December, Nietzsche
began exchanging letters with August Strindberg and thought short of an international breakthrough, he will try to acquire his old works from the publishing house and have them translated into other European languages. Furthermore, he planned to publish contra Wagner's Nietzsche collection and the poems that make up his Dionysian-
Dithyrambs collection. Mental illness and death (1889-1900) The Turin house where Nietzsche was in (background) as seen from Piazza Carlo Alberto, where he is said to have collapsed (on the left: the rear front of the Palazzo Carignano) On 3 January 1889, Nietzsche suffered a mental breakdown. [98] Two police officers approached
him after he caused a public disturbance on the streets of Turin. What happened is still unknown, but a story often repeated from shortly after his death says that Nietzsche witnessed the arrival of a horse at the other end of Piazza Carlo Alberto, running to the horse, throwing his arm around its neck to protect it , then collapse to the
ground. [100] Over the next few days, Nietzsche sent short works—called Wahnzettel (Madness Letters)—to several friends including Cosima Wagner and Jacob Burckhardt. Most of them were signed Dionysus, although some were also signed der Gekreuzigte which meant people were crucified. For former colleague Burckhardt,
Nietzsche wrote:[101] Hans Olde's drawing from the photo series, The Ill Nietzsche, in late 1899T I put Caiaphas into fetters. Also, last year I was crucified by German doctors in a very drawn-out way. Wilhelm, Bismarck, and all anti-Semites abolished. In addition, he ordered the German emperor to rome to be shot and summoned by
European powers to take military action against Germany,[102] that the pope should be sent to prison and that he, Nietzsche, had created the world and was in the process of having all anti-Jews shot dead. [103] On 6 January 1889, Burckhardt showed Overbeck the letter he had received from Nietzsche. The next day, Overbeck received
a similar letter and decided that Nietzsche's friends had to take him back to Basel. Overbeck traveled to Turin and took Nietzsche to a psychiatric clinic in Basel. At that time Nietzsche appeared completely in the grip of a serious mental illness,[104] and his mother Franziska decided to transfer him to a clinic in Jena under the direction of
Otto Binswanger. [105] In January 1889, they continued their plans to release Twilight of the Idols, which at the time were printed and tied. From November 1889 to February 1890, art historian Julius Langbehn tried to cure Nietzsche, claiming that the methods of medical doctors were ineffective in treating Nietzsche's condition. [106]
Langbehn took control of Nietzsche gradually until his secrecy discredited him. In March 1890, Franziska took Nietzsche out of the clinic and, in May 1890, took him to her home in Naumburg. [104] In the process, Overbeck and Gast ponder what to do with Nietzsche's unedued works. In February, February, ordered a separate fifty-edition
version of Nietzsche contra Wagner, but the publishing house C. G. Naumann secretly printed a hundred copies. Overbeck and Gast decided to retain publishing The Antichrist and Ecce Homo because of their more radical content. [104] Nietzsche's reception and recognition had their first surge. [107] In 1893, Nietzsche's sister Elisabeth
returned from Nueva Germania in Paraguay after her husband committed suicide. She studied Nietzsche's works and, piece by piece, took control of their publication. Overbeck was fired and Gast eventually teamed up. After Franziska's death in 1897, Nietzsche lived in Weimar, where Elisabeth looked after him and allowed visitors,
including Rudolf Steiner (who in 1895 wrote Friedrich Nietzsche: a warrior against his time, one of the first books praising Nietzsche),[108] to meet her non-communicative brother. Elisabeth hired Steiner as a tutor to help her understand her brother's philosophy. Steiner abandoned the effort after only a few months, claiming that it was
impossible to teach her anything about philosophy. [109] Peter Gast corrected Nietzsche's works after the incident without mr. Nietzsche's approval the mental illness was initially diagnosed as college syphilis, in line with a current medical model at the time. Although most commentators considered his breakdown to be nothing to do with
his philosophy, Georges Bataille dropped the dark hint ('Man incarnate' must also go crazy)[110] and René Girard's post-death psychopathy acknowledged a worship competition with Richard Wagner. [111] Nietzsche previously wrote, All superiors are irresistiblely attracted to throw away the ying of any kind of morality and frame new laws
that, if they are not really crazy, have no choice but to make themselves or pretend to be crazy. (Dawn, 14) The diagnosis of syphilis was challenged and the diagnosis of manic depression with the next periodical psychosis was vascular dementia that was given by Cybulska prior to Schain's study. [113] Leonard Sax suggested that the
sluggish development of a retro orbital mesoastring tumor on the right as an explanation of Nietzsche's dementia; [114] Orth and Trimble suffer from frontotemporal dementia[113] while other researchers have proposed a genetic stroke disorder called CADASIL. [116] Mercury poisoning, a treatment for syphilis at the time of Nietzsche's
death,[117] has also been proposed. [118] In 1898 and 1899, Nietzsche suffered at least two strokes. They paralyzed me in part, making it impossible for me to speak or walk. He likely suffered from clinical hemiparesis/hemiplegia on the left side of his body in 1899. After contracting pneumonia in mid-August 1900, he suffered another
stroke on the night of August 24-25 and died around noon on 25 August. [119] Elisabeth buried him beside his father at the church in Röcken Lützen. you and Mr. Gast's secretary gave his funeral speech, declaring: Saint is your name for all future Nietzsche's tomb in Röcken with the sculpture Das Röckener Bacchanal by Klaus Friedrich
Messerschmidt (2000) Elisabeth Förster-Nietzsche compiled Will to Power from Nietzsche's unedisced notebooks and published it post-death. Because his sister arranged the book based on her own combination of some of Nietzsche's original outlines and freedom of documentation, the academic consensus was that it did not reflect
Nietzsche's intentions. (Elisabeth, for example, removed The Antichrist's ao agonistic 35, where Nietzsche rewritten a passage of scripture.) Indeed, Mazzino Montinari, editor of Nachlass nietzsche, called it a forgery. [121] Nationality, nationality, and ethnicity General commentators and Nietzsche scholars, despite emphasizing his culture
or language, overwhelmingly referred to Nietzsche as a German philosopher. [122] Others did not label him a national category. [122] Germany has not yet been unified as a country, but Nietzsche was born a citizen of Prussia, then part of the German Federation. His birth place, Röcken, is located in the modern German state of Saxony-
Anhalt. When he accepted his position in Basel, Nietzsche applied to rescind his Prussian citizenship. [128] His formal receding of citizenship was made in a document 17 April 1869,[129] and for the rest of his life he remained officially stateless. At least towards the end of his life, Nietzsche believed that his ancestors were Polish. [133]
Gotard Nietzsche, a member of the Nicki family, left Poland for Prussia. Nietzsche wrote in 1888 that my ancestor was a Polish nobleman (Nietzky); this kind seems to have been well preserved despite three generations of German mothers. [135] At one point, Nietzsche became more adamant about his Polish identity. I am a pure Polish
nobleman, without a drop of bad blood, certainly not German blood. [136] On another occasion, Nietzsche said, Germany is a great country just because its people have a lot of Polish blood in their veins.... I am proud of my Polish descent. Nietzsche believed that his name may have been Germanized, in a letter declaring, I was taught to
assign the origin of my blood and name to the Polish nobles, who were called Niëtzky and left their homes and nobility about a hundred years ago, finally endured unbearable persecution : they are Protestants. [138] Most scholars dispute the origins of Nietzsche. Hans von Müller exposed the pedigree put in place by Nietzsche's sister in
support of Polish aristocratic heritage. ancestors bearing German names, including the families of wives. [135] Oehler claimed that Nietzsche came from a line of German Lutheran clerhy on both sides of his family, and modern scholars regard Nietzsche's claim to Polish ancies as pure invention.. [140] Colli and Montinari, the editors of
Nietzsche's assembled letters, claimed Nietzsche's shadow as a false and foundational belief. [141] The name Nietzsche is not a Polish name, but a particularly common name throughout central Germany, in this form and of the same origin (such as Nitsche and Nitzke). The name is derived from the name Nikolaus, abbreviated as Nick;
as with Slavic Nitz; it first became Nitsche and then Nietzsche. [135] It is not known why Nietzsche wanted to be considered a Polish aristocrat, according to biographer R. J. Hollingdale, nietzsche's propaganda about Polish ancry legend may have been part of his campaign against Germany. [135] Nietzsche's relationships and sexuality
never married. He proposed to Lou Salomé three times and was rejected each time. [143] One theory blamed Salomé's views on sex was one of the reasons she shunned Nietzsche. As made clear in her 1898 novel Fenitschka, she viewed the idea of sex as forbidden and marriage a violation, with some claiming that they indicated sexual
oppression and neurological disorders. [144] Reflecting on unilateral love, Nietzsche said that it is indispensable ... for his lover was his unilateral love, which he would not give up the price for a state of indifference. [iii] Deussen cited the episode of the Cologne brothel in February 1865 as a tool for understanding the philosopher's way of
thinking, mostly about women. Nietzsche was secretly accompanied by a call house from which he cymedly escaped when he saw a half-dozen appear wearing sequins and veils. According to Deussen, Nietzsche never decided not to marry all his life. For him, women must sacrifice themselves for the care and interests of men. [73]
Nietzsche scholar Joachim Köhler (de) attempted to explain Nietzsche's life history and philosophy by claiming that he was gay. Köhler argues that Nietzsche's syphilis, which is ... often considered the product of his encounter with a prostitute in a brothel in Cologne or Leipzig, is equally likely. Some claim that Nietzsche signed it in a male
brothel in Genoa. [145] The acquisition of the infection from a homosexual brothel was confirmed by Sigmund Freud, who cited Otto Binswanger as his source. [146] Köhler also suggested that Nietzsche may have had a romantic relationship, as well as a friendship, with Paul Rée. [147] There is a claim that Nietzsche's homosexuality was
widely known in the Vienna Psychoanthology Association, with Nietzsche's friend Paul Deussen claiming that he was a man who had never touched a woman [129] Köhler's views have not been widely accepted by Nietzsche scholars and scholars Allan Megill argues that, while Köhler's claim that Nietzsche contradicts his homosexual



desire cannot simply be dismissed, the evidence is very weak, and Köhler may be projecting a twentieth-century understanding of sex on the nineteenth-century concept of friendship. [147] It is also known that Nietzsche frequented heterosexual brothels. [146] Nigel Rodgers and Mel Thompson argued that illness and headaches
repeatedly prevented Nietzsche from being heavily involved with women. However, they give other examples in which Nietzsche expresses his feelings to women, including Wagner's wife, Cosima Wagner. [150] Other scholars argue that Köhler's gender-based explanation was not helpful in understanding Nietzsche's philosophy. [152]
However, there are also those who insist that, if Nietzsche preferred men – with this hobby constituted his sexual psychological makeup – but could not admit his desire to himself, it meant that he acted in contradiction with his philosophy. [153] Composer Nietzsche composed several works for the voice, piano and violin that began in
1858 at Schulpforta in Naumburg when he began working on musical compositions. Richard Wagner dismissed Nietzsche's music, allegedly mocking a birthday gift of a piano work sent by Nietzsche in 1871 to cosima's wife. German conductor and pianist Hans von Bülow also described another of Nietzsche's works as the most brightest
and anti-musical draft on music paper that I have faced for a long time. [154] In an 1887 letter, Nietzsche stated, Never before has a philosopher been essentially a musician to the extent that I am, although he also acknowledges that he may have been a musician who was completely unsuccessful. Nietzsche Philosophy, 1869 Main
Article: Philosophy by Friedrich Nietzsche Because of Nietzsche's evocative style and provocative ideas, his philosophy generated passionate reactions. His works remain controversial, due to various explanations and misilike explanations. In Western philosophy, Nietzsche's works have been described as a case of liberal revolutionary
ideology, that is, revolution in its structure and problems, although not associated with any revolutionary project. [156] His works have also been described as a revolutionary project in which his philosophy serves as the basis of a European cultural rebirth. [158] Apollonian and Dionysian Main articles: Apollonian and Dionysian The
Apollonian and Dionysian are a two-time philosophical concept, based on the characteristics of ancient Greek mythology: Apollo and Dionysus. Although the concept is well known in relation to the Birth of Tragedy, the poet Hölderlin talked about it, and Winckelmann spoke of Bacchus. A year before the publication of The Birth of Tragedy,
Nietzsche wrote a piece titled On Music and Words. [159] In it, he affirmed Schopenhauerian's ruling that music is a major manifestation of the nature of everything. The second derivative is lyrical and drama, representing the phenomenad appearance of objects. In this way, tragedy is born of music. Nietzsche found in classical Athena
tragedy a form of art that transcends pessimism found in the so-called wisdom of Silenus. The Greek audience, by looking at the abyss of human suffering depicted by characters on stage, enthusiastically and cheerfully affirms life, finds it worth living. The main theme in The Birth of Tragedy is the a collaboration of Dionysian and
Apollonian Kunsttrieben (pulse art) that form theatrical art or tragedy. He argued that this asto complexity had not been achieved since the ancient Greek tragedy. Apollo represented harmony, progress, clarity, and logic, while Dionysus represented disorder, intoxication, emotions, and ecstasy. Nietzsche used these two forces because,
for him, the world of mind and order on one side, and the passion and chaos on the other, formed the fundamentals for Greek culture:[160][161] apollonian a dreamy, delusional state; and Dionysian is a state of intoxication, which represents instinct release and de-ification of boundaries. In this mold, a man appears as satyr. He is the
horror of the destruction of personal principles and at the same time a person enjoys its destruction. [162] Both principles are meant to represent cognitive states that appear through art as the power of nature in humans. [163] Apollonian and Dionysian's opposites appear in the interaction of tragedy: the film's tragic hero, the protagonist,
struggles to make (Apollonian) the order of his unrighteous and chaotic (Dionysian) fate, although his death is not yet complete. Building on Hamlet's conception as an intellectual who can't make his mind, and is a living antithesis for men's actions, Nietzsche argues that a Dionysian character possesses knowledge that his actions cannot
change the eternal balance of things , and it disgusts him enough not to act at all. Hamlet belongs to this genre- he glimpses supernatural reality through Ghost, he gained real knowledge and knew that none of his actions had the power to change this. [166] For viewers of such dramas, this tragedy allowed them to feel what Nietzsche
called the original Unity, re-ingrining the Dionysian nature. He described the original unity as an increase in strength, full experience and abundance bested by madness. Frenzy acts as intoxication and is very important for the hyical condition that allows the creation of any art. [166] Stimulated by this state, a person's artistic will is
enhanced: In this state, one enriches everything from one's own consummation: whatever one sees, whatever the will is see swelling, taut, strong, overloaded with strength. A man in this state transforms everything until they reflect his power until they reflect his perfection. This must turn into perfection as art. Nietzsche is adamant that the
works of Aeschylus and Sophocles Sophocles the pinnacle of artistic creation, the realm of tragedy; it is with Euripides, that tragedy begins its Untergang (literally 'follow' or 'down the road;' means decline, recession, collapse, death, etc.). Nietzsche opposed Euripides' use of socratic reasonableism and morality in his tragedies, claiming
that the transmission of morality and reason robbed the tragedy of its foundation, namely the fragile balance of Dionysian and Apollonian. Socrates emphasized the reasoning to the extent that he diffused the value of myth and suffered for human knowledge. Plato continued to follow this path in his dialogues, and the modern world
eventually inherited reasons at the expense of the artistic impulses found in the Apollonian and Dionysian diathoths. This led to his conclusion that European culture, from the time of Socrates, was always just Apollonian, thus degrading and unhealthy. [167] He noted that whenever Apollonian culture dominated, dionysians lacked the
structure to create a coherent art, and when Dionysian dominated, the Apollonians lacked the necessary passion. The only fertile interaction these two forces bring together as an art represents the best of Greek tragedy. [168] An example of the impact of this idea can be seen in her book Patterns of Culture, where anthropologist Ruth
Benedict acknowledges Nietzschean's opposition to Apollonian and Dionysian as the motivation for her thoughts on literature Native Americans. [169] Carl Jung has written much about the division of psychological types. [170] Michel Foucault remarked that his own book madness and civilization should be read in the sun by the great
Nietzschean inquiry. Here Foucault references Nietzsche's description of the birth and death of tragedy and his explanation that the next tragedy of the Western world is a tragic rejection and, with that, divine denial. [171] Painter Mark Rothko was influenced by Nietzsche's view of the tragedy presented in The Birth of Tragedy. Main Post
Perspectivism: Nietzsche's perspectivism declaring God's death will eventually lead to the loss of any universal view of things and any coherent sense of objective truth. [177] Nietzsche dismissed the idea of objective reality, claiming that knowledge was conscrinized and conditional, in relation to different views or interests. [175] This led
to an ongoing reecess of the rules (i.e. the rules of philosophy, scientific methods, etc.) depending on the circumstances of individual views. [176] This view has been given the name perspectivism. In Sprach Zarathustra, Nietzsche declares that a value table hangs over each great person. He points out that what is common among
different peoples is the act of self-esteem, creating values, even if the values vary from person to person. Nietzsche asserts that what Great people are not the content of their beliefs, but the act of appreciatia. So the values that a community tries to it is not as important as the collective will to see those values passed down. Readiness is
more essential than the value of the goal itself, according to Nietzsche. A thousand targets have been there so far, says Zarathustra, for there are a thousand inhabitants. Only the y ace for thousands of necks is still missing: one goal is lacking. Mankind still has no goals. He therefore, the title of ao agonistic, Over Thousand and One
Goal. The idea that a value system does not deserve more than the next system, although it may not be assigned directly to Nietzsche, has become a common earlier issue in modern social science. Max Weber and Martin Heidegger absorb it and make it their own. It shapes their philosophical and cultural efforts, as well as their political
understanding. Weber, for example, relies on Nietzsche's persistence by maintaining that objectiveness is still possible– but only after a particular perspective, value or ending has been established. [178] Among his criticisms of the traditional philosophy of Kant, Descartes, and Plato in Beyond Good and Evil, Nietzsche attacked itself and
cogito ergo sum (I think, therefore I am) an indisputable belief based on the naïve acceptance of previous concepts and mistakes. The philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre placed Nietzsche in a high position in the history of philosophy. While criticizing nietzsche and nietzsche together as a sign of general decay,[180] he praised him for
recognizing the psychological motive behind Kant and Hume's moral philosophy:[181] As it was Nietzsche's historic achievement to better understand any other philosopher... not only is what the purpose to be appealed by objective was in fact expression of subjective will, but also the nature of the problems that this poses to philosophy.
[182] Slave Revolt in Ethics Main Article: Ethics Master-Slaves This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Non-native material can be challenged and removed. Source: Friedrich Nietzsche - news · press · books · scholar · JSTOR (October 2017) (Learn how
and when to delete this sample message) In Beyond Good and Evil and On the Genealogy of Morality, Nietzsche's genealogical account of the development of modern ethical systems occupies a central position. For Nietzsche, a fundamental change took place in human history from thinking about good and evil to good and evil. The
original form of ethics was established by a warrior ability and other ruling classes of ancient civilizations. The aristocratic values of good and bad coincide with and reflect their relationship with the lower class as slaves. Nietzsche presents this overall ethics as the original system of ethics–perhaps best associated with homeric Greece.
health, power, etc. to be bad has been like whom the a noble class ruled: poor, weak, sick, pathetic—objects more pitiful or disgusting than hatred. [184] Slave ethics developed as a response to moral mastery. Value comes from the contrast between good and evil: good in relation to another world, charity, morality, restraint, meekness,
and submissiveness; while evil is worldly, cruel, selfish, wealthy, and aggressive. Nietzsche found slave ethics to be pessimistic and fearful, its values emerging to improve the perception of slaves. He associates slave ethics with Jewish and Christian traditions, as it was born of the ressentiment of slavery. Nietzsche argued that the idea
of equality allowed slaves to overcome their own conditions without contempt for themselves. By denying inherent human inequality - in success, strength, beauty, and intelligence- slaves get an escape method, namely by creating new values on the basis of overall moral rejection, which disappoints them. It is used to overcome the
feeling of inferiority of slaves before their (better) masters. It does so by making out slave weaknesses, for example, a matter of choice, by relabeling it as meek. Good men of moral mastery are precisely evil men of slave morality, while bad men are recast as good men. [183] Nietzsche coi đạo đức nô lệ là một nguồn gốc của chủ nghĩa
hư vô đã vượt qua châu Âu. Modern Europe and Christianity exist in a hypocidy state due to a tension between moral mastery and slavery, both contradictory values that define, to varying degrees, the values of most Europeans (the motley). Nietzsche urged those in particular not to be ashamed in the face of a hypothetical morality for all,
which he said was harmful to the flourishing of special people. He warns, however, that morality, per se, is not bad; it is good for the public and should be left to them. On the other side, special people should follow their own inner laws. [183] A favorite nietzsche motto, taken from Pindar, reads: Be who you are. [185] A longstanding
assumption about Nietzsche was that he preferred his master over slave ethics. However, the renowned Scholar of Nietzsche Walter Kaufmann rejected this explanation, writing that Nietzsche's analysis of these two types of ethics was used only in the sense of description and history; they are not meant for any kind of acceptance or
glorified. [186] On the other side, it is clear from his own works that Nietzsche hopes for the triumph of master ethics. He linked the salvation and future of mankind to unconditional orthodoxy[187] in master ethics and called master ethics a higher order of values, noble values, people who say Yes to life, who guarantee the future. [188]
Just as there is a ranking order between humans and humans, there is also a between ethics and ethics. [189] Nietzsche conducted a philosophical war against Christian slavery in re-evaluate all the values to bring about the triumph of a new master ethics that he calls the philosophy of the future (Beyond Good and Evil subtitled Prelude
to a Philosophy of the Future). [190] During the daybreak, Nietzsche began the Campaign Against Ethics. [192] He called himself unsc moral and harshly criticized the outstanding moral philosophies of his time: Christianity, Kantianism and ergyism. Nietzsche's concept of god died applied to the teachings of Christianity, though not to all
other religions: he claimed that Buddhism was a successful religion that he praised for fostering critical thought. [193] However, Nietzsche regarded his philosophy as a movement to protest nihilism through artistic appreciation: Art as a single upper-level counterattack against all will to deny life, art such as anti-Christianity, anti-Buddhism,
anti-Nihilist par excellence. Nietzsche claims that the Christian faith as practice is not an appropriate representation of Jesus' teachings, as it forces people to merely believe in Jesus' way but not act as Jesus did; in particular, his example of refusing to judge people, which Christians continually do. [193] He condemned institutionalized
Christianity for emphasizing a pitiful morality (Mitleid), assumptions of a disease that is possessed in society:[194] Christianity is called regrettable religion. Pity stands in contrast to the tonic emotions that enhance our vitality: it has a depressing effect. We are deprived of strength when we feel pity. The loss of strength in which such
suffering is caused to life continues to increase and be driven by pity. Pity makes contagious suffering. [195] Ecce Homo Nietzsche called the establishment of moral systems based on good and evil a disastrous error,[196] and wanted to begin re-evaluating the values of the Christian world. [197] He said his desire to bring about a new,
more natural source of value in the critical impulses of life. While Nietzsche attacked the principles of Christianity, he was not post-Jewish: in his work On Moral Pedigree, he clearly condemned post-Jewishism and pointed out that his attack on Jews was not an attack on contemporary Jews but especially an attack on the Jewish quarter
ancient, whom he claimed to be a paradoxical Christian based on their views. [198] An Israeli historian who performed a statistical analysis of everything Nietzsche wrote about Jews claimed that cross-references and context clarified that 85% of negative comments were attacks on Christian doctrine or, ironically, about Richard Wagner.
Nietzsche felt that modern jewishism was despicable and contrary to European ideals. [200] According to its cause was the development of European nationalism and the jealousy and hatred endemic to jewish success. [200] He wrote that Jews should be thanked for helping to maintain respect for the philosophies of and for creating the
noblest man (Christ), the purest philosopher (Baruch Spinoza), the most powerful book, and the most effective code of ethics in the world. [201] The death of God and nimenism The main articles: God has died and Nilessism Claims God has died, occurring in several works by Nietzsche (especially in Gay Science), which has become one
of his most famous remarks. On that basis, many commentators[202] consider Nietzsche an atheist; others (such as Kaufmann) argue that this statement reflects a more subtle understanding of celestiality. Europe's growing scientific development and errants have effectively 'killed' God Abrahamic, who has served as the basis for
meaning and value in the West for over a thousand years. God's death can lead beyond naked perspectivism to complete nihilism, the belief that nothing has any inherent importance and that life lacks purpose. Nietzsche believes that Christian moral doctrine gives people in-house value, belief in God (which justified evil in the world), and
a basis for objective knowledge. In building a world where objective knowledge is possible, Christianity is an antidgythy for a primitive form of nihilism–the despair of nonsense. As Heidegger puts it, if God is ground supra feeling and the goal of all reality is to die if the world senses supra of the idea that has lost its obligsion and is above it
vitalizing and upbuilding its power, then there is nothing left that man can cling to and therefore he can navigate himself. [203] Such a reaction to the loss of meaning was what Nietzsche called passive nistism, which he recognized in Schopenhauer's pessimistic philosophy. Schopenhauer's doctrine - which Nietzsche also calls Western
Buddhism - advocates separating themselves from the will and desire to alleviate suffering. Nietzsche described this ast9thing attitude as a sense of nothingness. Life turns its back on itself because nothing of value is found in the world. This move away from all the world's values is characteristic of nihilist, although, in this, nihilist seems
inconsistent; this nothingness will remain a (disavowed) form of readiness. [204] A nihilist is a judge that the real world should not be and that the world as it should not exist. In this view, our existence (action, suffering, willingness, feeling) doesn't make sense: this 'useless' pathos are 'nihilists' –a contradiction on the part of nihilists.-
Friedrich Nietzsche, KSA 12:9[60], taken from The Will to Power, part 585, translated by Walter Kaufmann Nietzsche approaches nihilism as a profound individual , say that this issue of the modern world has become conscious in him. [205] Furthermore, he emphasized the dangers of nothingness and the possibility of it brings, as seen in
his statement that I praise, I do not insult, [nothingness] comes. I believe it is one of the crisis, a moment of humanity's deepest self-reflection. Whether humans recover from it, whether he becomes a master of this crisis, is a question of his strength! [206] According to Nietzsche, only if nificcies are overcome can a culture have a real
foundation for development. He wanted to has accelerate its arrival only so that he could also has accelerate its event last out. Heidegger explained God's death to what he explained was the death of metasyntic. He concluded that metad figure had reached its potential and that the ultimate fate and the fall of metad metad figure had been
announced with the declaration that God was dead. [207] Will powers the main article: Will to Provide Energy A fundamental element in Nietzsche's philosophical perspective is the will of power (der Wille zur Macht), which he maintains provides the basis for understanding human behavior – more than competing explanations , such as
pressure-based explanations for adaptation or survival. [209] As such, according to Nietzsche, conservation motivation seems to be the main motivation of human or animal behavior only in the exception, since the general condition of life is not one of the 'struggles for existence.' [210] More often than not, self-preservation is a
consequence of an organism's will to exert its power over the outside world. When presenting his theory of human behavior, Nietzsche also mentions and attacks, concepts from philosophies that are then popularly accepted, such as the schopenhauer concept of a purposeless will or of er00. Utilitarians argue that what moves people is
the desire to be happy and accumulate joy in their lives. But such a conception of Nietzsche's happiness was rejected as something limited, and characteristic of, the 400%[211] lifestyle of British society,[211] and instead came up with the idea that happiness was not a goal for every se. [212] In relation to his theory of the will to power is
his speculation, which he does not consider final,[213] in relation to the reality of the material world, including innable matter— that, like human emotions and impulses, the material world is also established by the dynamics of a form of willpower. At the core of his theory is the rejection of atomicism - the idea that matter consists of stable,
indisa divisional (atomic) units. Instead, he seems to have accepted the conclusion of Ruđer Bošković, who explained the qualities of matter as a result of an interaction of forces. [iv][214] A study by Nietzsche defined his concept of full development of the will to power as a factor in obtaining both the quan quanty differences of the forces
involved and the substance division into each force in this relationship shows that the will of power is the principle of force a combination. [215] Among such forces, Nietzsche said they could perhaps be seen as a primitive form of will. Similarly, he dismissed the view that the movement of bodies ruled by the law could not be tolerated
instead, that movement is dominated by power relationships between agencies and forces. [216] Other scholars disagree that Nietzsche regarded the material world as a form of power will: Nietzsche was radically critical of metad figure, and by including the will of power in the material world, he would simply establish a new metad figure.
Other than the 36th ao agonty in Beyond Good and Evil, where he poses a question regarding the will to power as being in the material world, they argue, it is only in his notes (unn yet published by himself) where he wrote about a metad figured-to-power will. And they also claimed that Nietzsche directed his landlord to burn those notes
in 1888 when he left Sils Maria. [217] According to these scholars, the story 'burned' in support of their the thesus that, at the end of his wise life, Nietzsche rejected his project of the will to seize power. However, a recent study (Huang 2019) suggests that although it is true that in 1888 Nietzsche wanted some of his notes burned, the
'burning' story shows little about his project of power will, not just because only 11 'ao words' saved from the fire were eventually integrated into The Will to Power (this book contains 1067 'aolys') , but also because these abandoned notes mainly focus on topics like moral criticism while touching on 'sense of power' only once. [218] Eternal
return Detail: Eternal return Eternal return (also known as eternal recurrence) is a hypothetical concept that the universe has recurn, and will continue to recur, in an infinite number of times in time or infinite space. It is a purely physical concept, not related to supernatural insynation, but the return of sent creatures in the same body.
Nietzsche first proposed the idea of an eternal return in an allegory in Season 341 of The Gay Science, and also in the chapter Of the Vision and the Riddle in Thus Spoke Zarathustra, among other places. Nietzsche considered it potentially horrifying and paralyzing, and said its burden was the heaviest weight imaginable (das schwerste
Gewicht). [220] The desire for an eternal return of all events would mark the final affirmation of life, a response to Schopenhauer's praise for his refusal to live. To comprehend the eternal recurrence, and not only to peace with it, but to embrace it, requires amor fati, the love of fate. [221] As Heidegger pointed out in his lectures on
Nietzsche, referring to Nietzsche's first eternal recurrence presents the concept as a hypothetical question instead of saying it as fact. According to Heidegger, it is the burden imposed by the question of the eternal recurrence - whether it may be true - that is crucial in modern thought: How Nietzsche here modeled his first communication
of the 'greatest burden' [of the eternal recurrence] making it clear that this 'thought of thoughts' is at the same time the 'heaviest' Nietzsche suggests that the universe is recuring in infinite time and space, and that different versions of events that have occurred in the past may take place again, so that all previous configurations that have
existed on this earth must meet. [223] With each repetition of events is the hope that some knowledge or awareness is gained to better the individual, so and therefore it happens some day that a man will be born again, just like me and a woman will be born , like Mary- only that hopefully the head of this man can contain a little less stupid
.... [223] Alexander Nehamas writes in Nietzsche: Life as the literature of three ways of seeing eternal relapse: My life will recur exactly the same: this represents a completely fatal approach to the idea; My life can recur in exactly the same fashion: This second view conditionally affirms cosmoology, but does not capture what Nietzsche
refers to in The Gay Science, p. 341; and finally, if my life has been recurrent, then it can recur only in identical fashion. Nehamas suggests that this explanation exists completely independent of physics and does not convince the truth of cosmology. Nehamas concluded that, if individuals constitute themselves through their actions, they
can only maintain themselves in their current state by living in a recurrence of past actions (Nehamas, 153). Nietzsche's thought was to deny the idea of the history of salvation. [222] Übermensch Main article: Übermensch Another important concept to understand Nietzsche is Übermensch (Overman). [226][227] Writing about ni ni
nimenism in Also Sprach Zarathustra, Nietzsche introduced a value-generating Übermensch, not a project, but an anti-project, the absence of any project. [156] According to Laurence Lampert, God's death must be followed by a long sunset of morality and nothingness (II). 19; III. 8). Zarathustra's gift of overman is given to humanity not
aware of the problem that overman is the solution. [229] Zarathustra introduced the housemian as the creator of new values, and he emerged as a solution to the problem of God's death and nothingness. The manager disobeyed the ethics of ordinary people since then in favor of mediocre but rose above the concept of good and evil and
on the herd. [230] In this way, Zarathustra stated his ultimate goal was the journey towards overman status. He wanted a kind of spiritual evolution of self-awareness and overcoming traditional views on morality and justice that stem from superstitious beliefs still deeply rooted in or related to the concepts of Christianity and Christianity.
[231] From Zarathustra (Prologue, §§ 3–4):[232] I teach you to be a housemed man. who is something that will be overcome. What did you do to get past him? ... All sento beings have so far created something beyond themselves; and do you want to be the ebb of this great flood, and even go back to the beast rather than overtake man?
What's monkeys for humans? A laughing stock or painful embarrassment. And people will be that to overman: a laughing stock or painful embarrassment. You've made your way from deep to human, and many of you are still deep. Once you were monkey, and even now, too, men are monkeys more than any monkey... Overman is the
meaning of the earth. Let you say: overman will be the meaning of the earth ... Man is a rope, tied between the beast and the overman-a rope on the abyss ... what is great in man is that he is a bridge and not an end. Zarathustra contrasts overman with the ultimate man of modern equality (the most obvious example is democracy), an
alternative goal humanity can set for itself. The last man was only possible by mankind who bred an indifferent creature with no great passion or commitment, who could not dream, who only made a living and kept warm. This concept only appeared in Thus Spoke Zarathustra, and was presented as a condition that would make the
creation of the overman impossible. [233] Some argue that the eternal return is related to the householder, because of the willingness, the eternal return of the same necessary step if the manager is to create new values, not affected by the spirit of gravity or assymtic. Values relate to the ranking order of things, and are therefore
inseparable from consent and disapproval, but it is dissatisfaction that motivates men to seek refuge in other worlds and embrace other worldly values. It seems that overman, in dedicing to any value at all, will necessarily not create values that do not share some ast9th bits. The willingness to relapse eternally is presented as accepting
the existence of low while still recognizing it as low, and therefore the spiritual overcoming of gravity or assmpathy. One must have the power of the overman in order to relapse forever. Only the manager will have the power to fully accept all of his past lives, including his failures and misconduct, and to truly return to their eternity. This
action almost kills Zarathustra, for example, and most humans can not avoid the other world because they are really sick, not because of any choices they make. Wochenspruch der NSDAP April 9, 1939: What didn't kill me made me stronger. The Nazis tried to integrate this concept into their ideology. After his death, Elisabeth Förster-
Nietzsche became in charge and edited her brother's manuscripts. She redoed Nietzsche's unedued works to fit her own German nationalist ideology while often contradicting or disturbing Nietzsche's stated opinions, explicitly protesting anti-Nazism and nationalism. Through his published publications, Nietzsche's work became associated
with fascism and fascism; 20th-century scholars disputed this explanation of his work and the corrected versions of his works that were soon offered. Although Nietzsche was famous as a predecessor of fascism, he criticized pan-Germanism and, to a lesser extent, nationalism. [234] As a result, he parted ways with his editor in 1886
because of opposition to the editor's anti-Jewish views, and his rift with Richard Wagner, shown in The Case of Wagner and Nietzsche contra Wagner, both of which he wrote in 1888, was heavily related to Wagner's ates of inter-Germanism and anti-Jewishism. In a March 29, 1887 letter to Theodor Fritsch, Nietzsche mocked anti-Jews,
Fritsch, Eugen Dühring, Wagner, Ebrard, Wahrmund, and leading supporter of inter-Germanism, Paul de Lagarde, who would become, along with Wagner and Houston Chamberlain, the official influences of fascism. [110] The 1887 letter to Fritsch ends with: And finally, how do you think I felt when the name Zarathustra was mouthed by
anti-Semitism? [229] Public culture critic Friedrich Nietzsche has a pessimistic view of modern society and culture. He believed that journalism and mass culture led to conformity, mediocreness, and a lack of intellectual progress that led to the decline of mankind. According to him, some people will be able to become individual superiors
through the use of will power. By transcending public culture, those people will create higher, brighter and healthier people. Read and influence Nietzsche's residence for the past three years along with the archives in Weimar, Germany, which houses many of Nietzsche's articles In detail: The Friedrich Nietzsche Library A trained
philosopher, Nietzsche has comprehensive knowledge of Greek philosophy. [237] he became a major rival in his philosophy, and later Baruch Spinoza, whom he considered his predecessor in many respects[238] but as an incarn incarnity of the ideal of assym at others. However, Nietzsche calls Kant a moral fanatic, Plato is boring, Mill is
a blocker, and of Spinoza, he says: This timidity and personal vulnerability is the forgery of a reclusive person who is sick of betrayal? [239] He also expressed contempt for the British author George Eliot. Nietzsche's philosophy, while creative and revolutionary, owed much to his predecessors. While in Basel, Nietzsche taught about pre-
Platonic philosophers for many years, and the text of this lecture series was described as a lost link in his thought development. In it, concepts such as the will to power, the eternal return of the same person, the manager, gay science, self-overcoming and so on receive raw, nameless formulas and are associated with specific pre-
Platonic, especially Heraclitus, who emerged as a pre-Platonic Nietzsche. [241] The pre-Socratic thinker Heraclitus is known for rejecting the concept as a continuous and eternal principle of the universe and accepting flow and change His symbol of the world is that children's play is marked by unsc moral sedity and a lack of certain rules
appreciated by Due to heraclitean sympathy, Nietzsche is also a vociferous critic of Parmenides, who, in contrast to Heraclitus, views the world as a single, unchanged Being. [243] In his egotism in German philosophy, Santayana stated that Nietzsche's entire philosophy was a reaction to Schopenhauer. Santayana wrote that Nietzsche's
work was an end to Schopenhauer. The will to live will become the will to dominate; pessimism founded on reflection will become optimistically founded on courage; the thrill of will in-mindedness will bring a more biological account of intelligence and taste; finally in the place of pity and ascetence (two moral principles of Schopenhauer)
Nietzsche will establish the task of affirming will at all costs and cruel but beautiful. The differences from Schopenhauer include nietzsche's entire philosophy. Nietzsche expressed admiration for 17th-century French ciduistics such as La Rochefoucauld, La Bruyère and Vauvenargues,[245] as well as for Stendhal. [246] Paul Bourget's
organicism influenced Nietzsche,[247] as well as that of Rudolf Virchow and Alfred Espinas. [248] In 1867 Nietzsche wrote in a letter that he was trying to improve his German writing style with the help of Lessing, Lichtenberg and Schopenhauer. Perhaps Lichtenberg (along with Paul Rée) had an aolym writing style that contributed to
Nietzsche's use of aolyt. Nietzsche soon learned about Darwinism through Friedrich Albert Lange. [250] Ralph Waldo Emerson's essays had a profound influence on Nietzsche, who loved Emerson from start to finish,[251] wrote Never Felt So At Home in a Book, and called him the most idea-rich author of the century to date. [252]
Hippolyte Taine influenced Nietzsche's views of Rousseau and Napoleon. [253] Notably, he also read several post-death works by Charles Baudelaire,[254] Tolstoy's My Religion, Ernest Renan's Life of Jesus and the Demon Fyodor Dostoyevsky. [254] Nietzsche called Dostoyevsky the only psychologist I had anything to learn. [256]
While Nietzsche never mentioned Max Stirner, the similarities in their ideas led a handful of interpreters to suggest a relationship between the two. [258] [260] [261] [263] In 1861, Nietzsche wrote an enthusiastic essay about his favorite poet, Friedrich Hölderlin, which was virtually forgotten at the time. [266] He also expressed deep
appreciatiy for Stifter's Indian Summer,[265] Byron's Manfred and Twain's Tom Sawyer. [266] Reception and legacy The main article: Influence and reception of Friedrich Nietzsche's Portrait of Nietzsche by Edvard Munch, the 1906 Statue of Nietzsche in the works of Naumburg Nietzsche that did not reach a wide audience during his
active writing career. However, in 1888, influential Danish critic Georg aroused considerable excitement about Nietzsche through a series of lectures he gave at the University of Copenhagen. In In after Nietzsche's death in 1900, his works became more famous, and readers reacted to them in complex and sometimes controversial ways.
[267] Many Germans eventually discovered his attraction to individualism and developed a larger personality in Thus Spoke Zarathustra, but reacted to them differently. He had some followers among left-wing Germans in the 1890s; from 1894 to 1895, German conservatives wanted to ban his work as overthrown. In the late 19th century,
Nietzsche's ideas were often associated with an anifly movements and seemed to have influence within them, especially in France and the United States. [269] H.L. Mencken produced his first book on Nietzsche in English in 1907, Friedrich Nietzsche's Philosophy, and in 1910 a book translated passages from Nietzsche, increasing his
knowledge of philosophy in the United States. Nietzsche is now known as a foreconding of modernism, poststructionism and post-modernism. [272] W.B. Yeats and Arthur Symons described Nietzsche as the intellectual heir of William Blake. [273] Symons went on to compare the ideas of the two thinker in the Literary Symbol Movement,
while Yeats attempted to raise awareness of Nietzsche in Ireland. [277] A similar concept was espoused by W.H. Auden, who wrote about Nietzsche in his New Year's Letter (released in 1941 in The Double Man): O masterly debunker of our liberal fallacies ... All your life you stormed into, like your English predecessor Blake. [279]
Nietzsche had an impact on composers in the 1890s. Writer Donald Mitchell noted that Gustav Mahler was attracted to the poetic fire of Zarathustra, but was repelled by the intellectual core of its works. He also quoted Mahler himself, and added that he was influenced by Nietzsche's conception and affirmative approach to nature, which
Mahler presented in his Third Symphony using Zarathustra's roundelay. Frederick Delius produced a choir piece, A Mass of Life, based on a text by Thus Spoke Zarathustra, while Richard Strauss (who also based his Zarathustra sprach on the same book), was only interested in completing another chapter of the symphony
autobiography. [280] Famous writers and poets influenced by Nietzsche include André Gide, August Strindberg, Robinson Jeffers, Pío Baroja, D.H. Lawrence, Edith Södergran and Yukio Mishima. [to quote] Nietzsche had an early influence on rainer Maria Rilke's poetry. [to quote] Knut Hamsun counted Nietzsche, along with Strindberg
and Dostoyevsky, as his main influences. [281] Jack London wrote that he was more excited by Nietzsche than any other writer. [282] Critics have suggested that David Grief's character in A Son of the Sun is based on Nietzsche. [283] The influence of for Muhammad Iqbal is the most proven in Asrar-i-Khudi (His Secret). [284] Wallace
Stevens[283] was another reader of Nietzsche, and elements of Nietzsche philosophy were found Stevens' Harmonium poetry collection. [287] Olaf Stapledon was influenced by Übermensch's ideas and it was a central theme in his books Odd John and Sirius. [288] In Russia, Nietzsche influenced Russian symbols[289] and figures such
as Dmitry Merezhkovsky,[290] Andrei Bely,[291] Vyacheslav Ivanov and Alexander Scriabin combined or discussed parts of Nietzsche philosophy in their works. Thomas Mann's novel Death in Venice[292] shows the use of Apollonian and Dionysian, and in Doctor Faustus Nietzsche is a central source for Adrian Leverkühn's character.
[294] Hermann Hesse, similarly, in Narcissus and Goldmund introduces two main characters, opposite but intertwined Apollonian and Dionysian souls. The painter Giovanni Segantini was fascinated by Thus Spoke Zarathustra, and he drew an illustration for the first Italian translation of the book. Russian painter Lena Hades created the
Sprach Zarathustra oil painting cycle dedicated to the book Thus Spoke Zarathustra. [295] By World War I, Nietzsche had a reputation as an inspiration to Germany's right-wing and left-wing militias. German soldiers received copies of Thus Spoke Zarathustra as gifts during World War I.[296][297] The Dreyfus affair provided a contrasting
example of his reception: French anti-Nazi rights labeled Jewish and leftist intellectuals who defended Alfred Dreyfus as Nietzscheans. Nietzsche had a distinct appeal to many Jewish Thinkeres around the beginning of the 20th century, most notably Ahad Ha'am,[299] Hillel Zeitlin,[300] Micha Josef Berdyczewski, A.D. Gordon[301] and
Martin Buber, who went so far as to dismiss Nietzsche as a creator and messenger of life. Chaim Weizmann is a big fan of Nietzsche; The first president of Israel sent Nietzsche's book to his wife, adding a comment in a letter that This is the best and best thing I can send you. [303] Israel Eldad, the stern gang's ideology leader who fought
the British in Palestine in the 1940s, wrote about Nietzsche in his underground newspaper and later translated most of Nietzsche's books into Jewish. [304] Eugene O'Neill commented that Zarathustra influenced him more than any other book he had ever read. He also shared Nietzsche's views on tragedy. [305] The plays The Great God
Brown and Lazarus Laughed are examples of Nietzsche's influence on him. [308] Nietzsche's influence on the works of Frankfurt School philosophers Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno[309] can be seen in enlightenment. Adorno summarizes Nietzsche's philosophy of expressing humanity in a world where humanity has become a
sham. [310] Nietzsche's growing popularity suffered a serious setback when his works became associated with Adolf Hitler and Nazis. Many political leaders of the twentieth century were at least ostensiablely familiar with Nietzsche's ideas, although it was not always possible to determine if they had read his work. It is debated among
scholars whether Hitler read Nietzsche, although if he did, it might not have been widespread. [v] We have to go. We have to go. [312] He was a frequent visitor to the Nietzsche Museum in Weimar and used Nietzsche expressions, such as the earth lord in Mein Kampf. [313] The Nazis selectively used Nietzsche's philosophy. Mussolini,
[314][315] Charles de Gaulle[316] and Huey P. Newton[317] read Nietzsche. Richard Nixon read Nietzsche with curious interest, and his book Beyond Peace could take the title from Nietzsche's book Beyond Good and Evil that Nixon read earlier. [318] Bertrand Russell wrote that Nietzsche had great influence on philosophers and people
of literary and artistic culture, but warned that nietzsche's attempt to put the aristocratic philosophy into practice could only be made possible by an organization similar to the Nazis or the Nazi party. [34] A decade after World War II, there was a revival of Nietzsche's philosophical works thanks to translations and analysis by Walter
Kaufmann and OJ Hollingdale. Others, famous philosophers, wrote commentaries on Nietzsche's philosophy, including Martin Heidegger, who produced a four-episode study, and Lev Shestov, who wrote a book called Dostoyevski, Tolstoy and Nietzsche, where he described Nietzsche and Dostoyevski as thinkers of tragedy. Georg
Simmel compared Nietzsche's importance to Copernicus' ethics to cosmos. [320] Sociologer Ferdinand Tönnies read Nietzsche passionately from an early age, and then regularly discussed many of his concepts in his own works. Nietzsche influenced philosophers such as Heidegger, Jean-Paul Sartre,[321] Oswald Spengler,[322] George
Grant,[323] Emil Cioran,[324] Albert Camus, Ayn Rand,[325] Jacques Derrida,[citation needed] Leo Strauss,[326] Max Scheler, Michel [to quote] Camus describes Nietzsche as the only artist who has realized the extreme consequences of a silly aesthetic. [327] Paul Ricœur called Nietzsche one of the school's masters of doubt, along
with Karl Marx and Sigmund Freud. [328] Carl Jung was also influenced by Nietzsche. [329] In Memories, Dreams, Reflections, a biography recorded by his secretary, he cited Nietzsche as a major influence. [330] Aspects of Nietzsche's philosophy, particularly his ideas about himself and his relationship with society, span much of the
ideology of the late 20th and early 21st centuries. [332] For example, he deepened the romantic-heroic tradition of the nineteenth century, as expressed in the ideals of the great striver who appeared in the work of thinkers from Cornelius Castoriadis to Roberto Mangabeira Unger. [333] For Nietzsche, who strives for this greatness
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